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anyone found a way to use the RubyGems API without creating an account? -
jmorin007 I just started reading the RubyGems API and I love it, but I also work
at places where access to other things is restricted to users only. That kind of
hurts the whole purpose of having an API. Has anyone used the RubyGems API

without creating an account? Is there an alternative? ====== nreece This
might help: ------ alex_c I've used the easy_install gem, but no API. ~~~
jmorin007 Wow, that looks like a very easy way to do that. Thanks! The

efficacy of interventions in anaesthesiology education: a systematic review.
Following the completion of the first Dutch curriculum for anaesthesiology,

several studies have been published on the efficacy of anaesthesiology
education. These studies evaluate the change in knowledge, skills and clinical
performance of the trainees. Until now, however, no review had been available

of the available research. In addition, many studies on anaesthesiology
education have not been published in peer-reviewed journals, resulting in the

risk that the results are not disseminated widely enough. A systematic
literature search was performed to identify randomised clinical studies
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describing the educational intervention related to the change in knowledge,
skills and clinical performance. All articles describing a medical education
intervention or study on a form of teaching methods were excluded. The

methodological quality of the included studies was assessed using the Quality
Appraisal Tool developed by the Medical Education Research Study Section of
the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Medicine. The results were

graded and a summarised outcome was given for each of the identified
educational interventions. This review summarises 10 randomised controlled

trials concerning the efficacy of anaesthesiology education. One of these
studies was performed in the Netherlands.
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